
I would like to think that I was born with an innate affinity for animals.  Being totally 

honest I know that there was an acquired component to my emotional backdrop.  My prosecutor 

mother has handled felony animal abuse cases for most of her 27-year career.  She breathes to 

bring justice on behalf of victimized animals.   

So, for my entire life I have been exposed to the horrible things that bad people do to 

animals.  As dark as that sounds, the bright side is that my mother also trains personnel from 

local agencies in the investigation of animal abuse.  Over the years I frequently tagged along, and 

was introduced to the workings of an animal shelter at a young age.  Now at 17, I consider the 

shelter staff, to be like family.  This association has proven to bear untold blessings.  Not only 

does our household include four pit bull mixes, but time with my shelter family also produced 

something very gratifying: my years of volunteering. 

Every little thing is appreciated at the City of Sacramento Front Street Animal Shelter 

and staff are particularly grateful. Over three hundred active volunteers work hard and are 

dedicated to the shelter.  I am one of those volunteers.  I have devoted three summers and well 

over 500 hours to the shelter.  My summers were not donated for a school project or requirement.  

I made a personal commitment to devote as many summer hours as I could in 2014, 2015 and 

2016 to unwanted, needy animals. 

Initially I worried that the smell of death and caged faces would be too hard to bear.  But 

the hard work, so desperately needed, distracted me.  From my first day as a volunteer, I entered 

into a buzz-like flurry of activity generated by selfless shelter staff.    Shelter workers are 

incredibly skilled at distancing their minds from their hearts, and in sacrificing their emotions for 

the good of their wards, the animals.  I look back now, feeling embarrassed that I ever considered 

what might be too hard on me.    

In the summer of 2014, before my sophomore year, I started with the basics: cleaning 

kennels and cages, feeding, and assisting ACTs.  In my first two summers I cleaned over 1500 

kennels and won the “Kennel Queen Award”.  I also trained new volunteers on cleaning chores 

and the handling of all types of animals.  Over time I became acquainted with supervising staff 

and was able to assist in more complex duties.  I learned to process and vaccinate incoming 

animals, assist customers and evaluate animal behaviors for adoptions.  If it sounds as if I 

became desensitized, truly I did not.  I just stopped crying because it didn’t serve the animals.   

Much like the selfless workers, my fear of sad faces and euthanasia faded after I 

understood I was leaving the shelter in a better place.  It took time to realize that the sheltering of 

hundreds of animals at any facility, a temporary circumstance at best, was outside my personal 

control.  It wasn’t about me, and I didn’t labor for the awards bestowed upon me.  I worked at 

the shelter because it hurt my heart to know that animals were suffering in the yards, and on the 

streets of Sacramento.  Many times their endpoint and final day was at the shelter.  While I 

worked to make the animals comfortable, fed and less stressed, I was also forced to face certain 

realities.  

The sad truth is that as long as our society, treats animals as a surplus commodity, they 

will be abused, killed or neglected EVERY DAY.  Helping literally hundreds of animals 



affirmed what I already knew:  that each is a unique, never-to-be-replicated, living creature; a 

gift from a higher place.  I carried this reality each year as school started up, knowing I was 

leaving my shelter hours for a semester of AP classes.  I missed the shelter, the hours of making 

a difference and wanted to do more. 

Just before my junior year began I recruited a few close friends and began the Animal 

Student Allegiance (ASA) Club.  I have served as club President for both junior and senior years.  

The club’s main focus is to recruit members and other students to volunteer at our three local 

animal shelters.  The club also educates students about ongoing humane issues, and members 

plan fundraisers for shelter donations.   

We receive donations of dog and cat food, blankets, towels, newspapers and toys.  Our 

school food fair helps us raise money for the club.  Initially the club was small but we were 

successful in motivating our members to make a difference.  In the animal welfare community, 

every person counts. Several members had considered volunteering at an animal shelter but just 

needed encouragement.  The club assisted them in moving forward and completing the 

orientation process.  I am proud that my efforts snowballed and that today not only students, but 

also some parents, volunteer together for the worthy cause at Front Street Shelter.  By the club’s 

second year we almost doubled our membership.   

Because I have prepared in school for a pre-med or pre-vet major, I yearned to work in 

the vet clinic of the shelter.  Volunteering in the clinic is not offered to all volunteers.  My dream 

came true last summer, before my senior year began.  In the clinic I was given the opportunity to 

assist veterinarians and UCD vet students in performing over twenty spay and neuter surgeries a 

day.  I cleaned surgical instruments, gowns, tables and animals.  I also moved shipments in, 

filled out paperwork, prepared the surgery room, medicated animals, and watched complex 

procedures.  From eye enucleations to the removal of a 1.14 pound tumor, I observed an 

incredible amount in one summer.  I consider last summer one of the most invaluable times of 

my life.  My vet clinic experiences have been documented to form the basis of my senior project.   

I may leave Sacramento for college.  But of course, I will return to the Front Street 

Shelter during my summers. 

 


